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ABSTRACT 

Micro-assembly based on the manipulation of mi-

cro-components has attracted the attention of the engineering 

community. As a result, most micro-assembly approaches known 

to date rely on principles of physics where the implementations 

of such micro-factories are built entirely from electrical, me-

chanical, and/or optical subsystems. The variety of techniques 

and approaches used to move and manipulate micro-components 

to be assembles suggests that each approach has their respective 

advantages and limitations. To fulfill some of these limitations of 

the methods known so far, a novel approach is proposed. The 

approach uses an aggregate or swarm of flagellated magneto-

tactic bacteria (MTB) of type MC-1 operating under accurate 

magnetotaxis-based control to move and manipulate each mi-

cro-component to be assembled. In order to minimize interac-

tions between the object being manipulated and the substrate, a 

portion of the bacteria are dispatched as to form a carpet under 

the micro-component. Hence, the overall thrust force created by 

the remaining swarm of flagellated bacteria is exploited to pro-

vide sufficient force to overcome mainly the drag force of the 

object. Therefore, although the approach has the advantages 

unlike many other techniques of being independent of the di-

electric property of the micro-components being manipulated, 

this paper shows that the efficiency of the proposed technique 

will depend in great part on the geometry of components being 

manipulated. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Our group demonstrated [1, 2] that flagellated magneto-
tactic bacteria (MTB) can be used as precise comput-
er-controllable bio-actuators for various applications includ-
ing but not limited to propulsion and steering for microrobots 
and micro-carriers for drug delivery in cancer therapies, to 
name but only two main applications. We also demonstrated 
[3] that relatively complex structures such as a miniature py-
ramid can be assembled from micro-components being 
transported by such a swarm of bacteria. Compared to other 
well known methods such as dielectrophoresis and optical 
trapping, the proposed bacterial micro-assembly has the ad-
vantage of being independent of the dielectric property of the 
micro-components being manipulated. Another important 
advantage is that compared to other approaches, it can highly 
scalable and allows the manipulations of components with 
overall sizes well beyond what would be possible with the 
previously mentioned techniques. This is true provided that 
the number of bacteria used to move a single mi-

cro-component can be increased accordingly. Since the thrust 
force provided by the flagellated bacteria must be exploited to 
overcome the forces acting against it, implies that a larger 
interface or surface between the micro-component being ma-
nipulated and a sufficiently large swarm of bacteria should 
have an impact on the moving force transmitted to the mi-
cro-components. Similarly, a larger surface on the opposite 
end of the micro-component would increase the drag force and 
hence, add to the force acting against the swarm of bacteria. 
Here, an initial investigation of the impact of the geometrical 
features of a micro-component submitted to bacterial mani-
pulation is presented. 

SWARMING 

  The minimum of 4pN of thrust force provided by the two 
flagella bundles in each MC-1 bacterium is still very limited 
when used for many micro-manipulation tasks. As such, the 
effective force used in micro-manipulation can be substan-
tially increased by forcing a required number of these bacteria 
to swarm. This swarming process allows a number of such 
bacteria to work together and hence, to provide more con-
trollable force aimed at moving larger micro-components. 

The present implementation uses MC-1 Magnetotactic Bac-
teria (MTB) as depicted in the upper left corner of Fig. 1. This 
type of bacteria is a good choice for such tasks for two main 
reasons, mainly the relatively large thrust force provided by 
each bacterium and the possibility of control the swimming 
direction of the bacteria quite accurately. Indeed, the direc-
tional swimming control of each bacterium can be achieved by 
inducing a torque on a chain of nanoparticles (referred to as 
magnetosomes) from a directional magnetic field generated 
by a special coils configuration acting under direct computer 
control and hence, allowing us to control the swimming paths 
of the MTB in a 3D space. This is referred here to as mag-
netotaxis-based control. But in the preliminary study pre-
sented here where the micro-manipulation tasks were per-
formed on a plane, i.e. in 2D space, a simple arm capable of 
moving a permanent magnet was used instead. 

Using magnetotaxis-based control, the bacteria can be 
grouped as a swarm and directed towards a micro-component 
to be manipulated. Part of the bacteria is dispatched under the 
micro-components to lift it to reduce the friction between the 
micro-component and the substrate while the other part of the 
swarm is used to push the micro-component to a specified 



  

location. Furthermore, the size of the swarm can be scaled at 
will, depending on the object being manipulated. 
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Figure 1- Image of a single bacterium in the upper left corner and 

(A) formation of a swarm of bacteria (each white dots in the ex-

panding aggregate is a bacterium), (B) vanishing of the very same 

swarm overtime due to the lifespan of the bacteria. 

 

 For the swarm to be able to push a given micro-component 
as effectively as possible, two contradictory geometrical is-
sues must be dealt with. On the one hand, the surface between 
the swarm and the micro-component needs to be increased to 
provide a larger interface and hence, taking advantage of the 
thrust force provided by the swarm. On the other hand, for a 
symmetrical micro-component as used often in mi-
cro-manipulation tasks, the drag force opposing the force 
provided by the bacteria will be increased as well. On the 
other hand, our preliminary experimental data suggest that for 
a given symmetrical component, the drag force decreases 
faster than the force provided by the swarm on the same 
component. But, previous experiments also showed that in 
some cases, the swarm may lose its homogeneous spherical 
form and hence its ability to move the micro-component if the 
velocity of the swarm is set over a certain maximum threshold. 

IMPACT OF THE GEOMETRICAL FEATURES 

 To be able to obtain the maximum thrust force for mi-
cro-assembly tasks, we need to overcome both horizontal and 
vertical forces in the fluid environment that act against the 
force provided by the bacteria. For the vertical forces such as 
potential interactive forces between the micro-component and 
the substrate, a bacterial carpet such as the one introduced in 
[3] is the most trivial solution. Our experiments prove that 
such forces can be eliminated or at least reduced sufficiently 
to allow a micro-component to be moved by these bacteria. 

A. DRAG FORCE 

 It is very well known that in a fluid environment characte-
rized by low Reynolds number conditions where viscous 
forces dominate inertial forces, the imposed drag force on an 
object is calculated differently from the case of high Reynolds 
flows. For a sphere for instance, the drag force is defined by 
Stokes’ law as 

FDS = 6 π ηRV               (1) 

where R, η, and V are the radius of the sphere, the viscosity of 
the fluid, and the velocity of the object, respectively. 

 While Eq. 1 is useful in the so-called “outer-flow problem”, 
it is not applicable to all forms of immersed objects intended 
to be manipulated. However, it can be used to deduct other 
useful formula for some other geometry. 

 There could be a relatively substantial difference in drag 
force among micro-objects having different geometrical fea-
tures. Furthermore, the orientation of the micro-component 
relative to the direction of motion can be a significant para-
meter affecting the drag, even in low Reynolds’ number flows. 

 To assess the impact of the drag force, we based our ex-
periments on two completely different orientations of the 
same rectangular micro-component, hence eliminating any 
potential difference in component characteristics when two or 
more objects are used. 

 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

A.    ENVIRONMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

  For consistency, the bacteria used for the experiments 
were exposed to similar environmental conditions (e.g. oxy-
gen level) and other conditions. For instance, due to the 
change in swarm size over time as depicted in Fig 1, we 
strictly constrained our experiments between 5 to 20 minutes 
from the time of swarm formations. Finally, all the experi-
ments were done in PBS ×1 + TWEEN (80) 0.01% solution at 
room temperature. 

B. MICRO-COMPONENTS 

 The micro-components used in these series of experiments 
were made of SU-8 resin rounded-corner rectangles, each with 
overall dimensions: 100×20×15µm3 (length × width × height). 
The micro-component being manipulated was placed in front 
of the swarm in order to record the thrust/drag force ratio for 
the same swarm size. Here, bluff and streamline bodies refer 
to the object placed with the 100µm sides and the 20 µm sides 
(when rotated 90 degrees) of the micro-component when 
facing the swarm and the flow (on the opposite side), respec-
tively. Again, using the same component guaranteed that the 
characteristics of the material, such as the overall area, mass, 
density, etc., remained exactly the same, leaving only the drag 
force as variable. 



  

C.  SWARM VELOCITY 

 It is notable that the swarm velocity is not exactly the same 
as that of the guiding arm. In other words, it takes some time 
for the bacteria to react and adjust its speed to the changes in 
the induced magnetic field. Thus, the swarm of the bacteria 
can take up a higher speed in the middle of its motion, fol-
lowing the magnetic arm. 

 

 
Figure 2- profile of a swarm, conducted by a constant movement 

of the induced magnetic field. 

 

 Figure 2 shows an example of the velocity profile of a 
swarm. Each frame is separated by 7 seconds. As depicted in 
the figure, the swarm motion is adjusted after some initial time 
frames and maintained up to the foreclosing frames. These 
results were taken into consideration such that the velocity of 
the swarm was set sufficiently low to maintain the swarm in-
tact. 

EXPERIMENTS 

 Initially, the same experiment was repeated using three 
different controlled speeds expressed here at an average ve-
locity of 3µm/s, 7.5µm/s, and 15µm/s, each velocity per-
formed for the bluff and streamline cases. 

A. PRELIMINARY RUNS 

 In order to begin our experiments with the closest to op-
timum swarm size, we performed some preliminary runs, be-
ginning with some small swarm sizes and increasing the size 
until we succeeded in applying the desired movement to the 
micro-component. These series of experiments were all done 
in the same environment and only the swarm size varied be-
tween experiments. 

 The experiments were conducted without the use of the 
bacterial carpet for 87, 98, 110, 134, 157 and 170µm swarm 
sizes. Motion of the micro-component was observed with 
swarm size beginning at 170µm. With smaller sizes, the 
swarms simply passed through without impact on the move-
ment of the micro-component. 

 With the bacterial carpet, we observed starting with a 
swarm size of 170µm, a much smoother and accurate dis-
placement of the micro-component. 

 From these preliminary results, further tests were done 
with a swarm of 200µm in diameter with the use of a bacterial 
carpet.  

B. RESULTS 

 According to the drag profiles of the two orientations, the 
streamlined body shows better motions but not with all pa-
rameters being applied. 

 

 

Figure 3- Swarm carrying the micro-component with vertical 

orientation in the image. 

 

 
Figure 4- Swarm carrying the vertically oriented mi-

cro-component. 

 

 Figure 3 shows the swarm carrying the bluff body at 
3µm/s, almost as smoothly as the streamlined body. Figure 4 
shows the case with the magnetic arm being set at a velocity of 
7.5 µm/s. In the latter case, the swarm passed over the mi-
cro-component after moving it half the intended distance, i.e. 
to a distance of 350µm. However, at the same velocity, the 
streamlined body was moved smoothly over the entire dis-
tance of 700µm. This is depicted in Fig. 5. Finally, Fig. 6 
shows the case where the magnetic arm was at maximum 
velocity, i.e., 15µm/s. In this case, the swarm passed directly 

3µm/s 

7.5µm/s 



  

through the streamlined body. Table 1 depicts the details of 
the results. 

Table 1- Velocities of the Streamlined and bluff body according to 

the different velocities of the magnetic arm using the same 

swarm’s size 

           Mg Arm V. 

Bodies 

3 µm/s  7.5 µm/s 15 µm/s 

Streamlined 4.9 
µm/s 

10.27 µm/s 13.33 µm/s 

(up to a 
distance of 
240µm) 

Bluff 3.16 
µm/s 

8.33 µm/s  

(up to a 
distance of 
350µm) 

0 

  

 

 
Figure 5- Swarm carrying the horizontally oriented mi-

cro-component (streamlined body). 

 

 
Figure 6- Swarm passing over the horizontally oriented mi-

cro-component. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we first discussed the basis of our motivation 
to investigate the geometrical aspects of micro-components in 
our bacterial micro-assembly approach. It was shown that 
indeed, that the approach is highly dependent upon the geo-
metry of the object being manipulated. We also confirmed that 
the bacterial carpet is required to lessen friction between the 
micro-component and the substrate. This preliminary study 
suggests the potential of this approach in future mi-
cro-factories as a stand-alone or a complementary means with 
other existing techniques. 
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